NorWeST Stream Temperature
Modeled Mean August Stream Temperature
1993 - 2011

Scenario 1:
Mean August Stream Temperature
1993 - 2011

http://www.fs.fed.us/rm/boise/AWAF/projects/NorWeST.html
NorWeST Stream Temperature
Modeled Mean August Stream Temperature
2040s A1B Prediction

Scenario 30:
Mean August Stream Temperature
2040s A1B Prediction

http://www.fs.fed.us/rm/boise/AWAE/projects/NorWeST.html
NorWeST Stream Temperature
Modeled Mean August Stream Temperature
2080s A1B Prediction

Scenario 32:
Mean August Stream Temperature
2080s A1B Prediction

http://www.fs.fed.us/rm/boise/AWAE/projects/NorWeST.html

Lower Columbia, Willamette, N. OR Coastal, and S. OR Coastal
Hydrologic Unit Codes
170800, 170900, 171002, 171003